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detail of Miss Iraq V, digital photography, embroidery and needles on canvas, 52 x 39 cm, 2008-2009Still from the 3 minutes video Mr Singer,  2003 The Signs series, laminated digital drawings on aluminium, diameter 40 cm, 2004-2010

FARHAD AHRARNIA 
artist Farhad ahrarnia was born in 1971 in Shiraz, iran and studied at the Sheffield hallam University in england. 
he lives and works between Sheffield and Shiraz. his work is collected by private and public institutions around 
the world and he has exhibited extensively in Britain and abroad, including the solo shows, “Stitched”, at 
leighton house museum, london (2008) and “home”, at Bessie Sertees house, newcastle-upon- tyne, england 
and Shipley art Gallery, Gateshead, england (both 2004).

he has appeared in several group shows, including the Sheffield Pavilion at the Venice Biennale and documenta 
Xii, Germany (both 2007); “Prelude”, at the Cartwright hall art Gallery, Bradford, england; and “Palace & mosque: 
islamic arts from the Victoria & albert museum”, at the millennium Galleries, Sheffield, england (both 2006). his 
work also featured in the touring exhibitions “art textiles 3” (Suffolk, Scotland, and nottinghamshire; 2004) and 
“art of the Stitch” (london, liverpool, the netherlands; 2004).

PARASTOU FOROUHAR
installation and multi-media artist Parastou Forouhar was born in 1962 in teheran, and since 1991 has lived and 
worked in Germany. She graduated in 1990 with a Ba in art from the University of tehran, and with an ma from 
the hochschule für Gestaltung, Offenbach am main, Germany in 1994.

Selected solo shows include “Just a minute”, Fondazione Pastificio Cerere, rome (2007); “Spielmannszüge”, 
Forum of the dominican monastery, Frankfurt (2007); “Parastou Forouhar”, deutscher dom, Berlin (2005); “1001 
days”, the national Gallery hamburger Bahnhof, Berlin, (2003); and “Blind Spot”, exhibition hall Schulstrasse 1a, 
Frankfurt/m and Stavanger Cultural Centre, norway (2001-2).

Selected group shows include “mahrem”, Kunsthalle Wien, Vienna and Santralistanbul, turkey; “re-imagining 
asia”, haus der Kulturen der Welt, Berlin (2008); “Global Feminisms”, Brooklyn museum, new york (2007); 
“intersections”, Jewish museum of melbourne and Jewish museum San Francisco (2005); and “Far near 
distance”, house of World Cultures, Berlin (2004). She also participated in the Biennales of istanbul (2007), 
Berlin (2001), and Busan, South Korea (2004).

She has been awarded residencies at the Bm Centre of Contemporary art, istanbul (2007); Villa massimo, rome 
(2006); Gertrude Centre of Contemporary art, melbourne (2005); and Schloss Balmoral, austria (2004).

Forouhar’s work is in the permanent collection of the Queensland art museum, australia.

BITA GHEZELAYAGH
Bita Ghezelayagh was born in Florence, italy in 1966 and moved to tehran in 1968. She now lives in london, 
and works between london and tehran. in 1984, at the height of the iran-iraq war, she left for Paris to study 
architecture at ecole nationale Supérieure d’architecture de Paris la Villette. She returned to tehran in 1994, 
where she worked in building restoration for the association of iranian Calligraphers in tehran (“anjomane 
Khoshnevissan”). Ghezelayagh was also the art director of three notable iranian films, including “the Pear tree” 
(“derakhte Golabi”) by dariush mehrjui.
 
in 2003 she started working in the traditional iranian craft of felt-making and had her first solo exhibition at the 
house of artists (“Khane honarmandan”), tehran (2008). her first international solo exhibition, “Felt memories”, 
was at the rose issa Project space in london (2009), followed by the UK touring solo exhibition, “namad: a 
Persian Journey in Felt”, at the Collins Gallery, University of Strathclyde, Glasgow; Quilt museum, york; and 
hawick museum, roxburgshire, Scotland (2009-2010).

TARANEH HEMAMI
interdisciplinary visual artist taraneh hemami was born in iran in 1960 and lives and works in San Francisco.
She graduated with a master of Fine arts in Painting (distinction) from the California College of the arts, Oakland, 
California (1991) and received a Bachelors of Fine arts in Painting & drawing from the University of Oregon, 
eugene (1982). as well as exhibiting extensively, hemami lectures, teaches and curates.

hemami’s numerous solo shows include “evocations”, rose issa Project space, london (2008); “most Wanted”, 
intersection for the arts, San Francisco (2007); “remembrances”, Persian Cultural Center, Berkeley, California 
(2003); “hall of reflections”, San Francisco arts Commission Gallery, San Francisco (2002); and “Sacred Space”, 
the lab, San Francisco (1995).

Group shows include “One day”, intersection for the arts, San Francisco (2009); “theory of Survival”, yerba 
Buena Center for the arts, San Francisco (2008);“We remember the Sun”, San Francisco art institute (2008); 
“Global eyes”, Siggraph international exhibition, San diego, California (2007); “Stitches in time”, artsChange, 
richmond, California (2007); “intimate Bodies/Public Spaces”, mina dresden, San Francisco (2006); “On the edge 
of Culture”, milwaukee institute of art and design (2006); “represent”, Oliver art Center, Oakland, California 
(2005); “Of Past and Present”, intersection for the arts, San Francisco (2005); “Sacred Spaces”, Berkeley arts 
Center, California (2004); “the drawing Project”, Vamiali art Gallery, athens (2004); Sharjah 6th international 
Biennial, United arab emirates (2003); “25 years of Separation”, articultural Gallery, Pasadena, California (2003); 
“reconstructing reality”, the Oakland Gallery, Oakland, California (2001); “alchemy”, my art Prospects, new 
york (2001); and “re-Counting”, the Judah l. magnes museum, Berkeley, California (2001).
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